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By Jerome Peterson

AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The Mind Is Sorry The Body Suffers, is
Peterson s first collection of poems and drawings. In this work, he searches for simplicity and an
understanding of the upper and lower natures of humanity. It is an unique mix of styles covering a
vast field of emotions and a balanced perception of concepts and morals. His style uses interesting
rhythms, vivid, and intriguing imagery, to the point where you not only want to recite them but be
in the words and between them. Note the first poem and how Peterson begins with the blissful
naked beauty of, To Love You. You can hear the crumbling leaves and smell a rain storm coming in
the spooky Howard. He makes the dull monotony of riding the bus fun and relatable in, Bus Ride
and transports you through a weirdly abstract dream in, Grieving at a Memorial. Peterson easy
captures the essence of every couples longing for youthful romance and love in, Yellow Rose.
Peterson s drawings are as deep as his poems and they offer a raw poignant addition. They...
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ReviewsReviews

Complete manual! Its such a great study. It really is writter in straightforward phrases rather than hard to understand. You are going to like the way the
article writer create this publication.
-- Ike Fa del-- Ike Fa del

Great eBook and beneficial one. It is packed with wisdom and knowledge You wont really feel monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's what
catalogs are for relating to if you check with me).
-- Ma iya  K oz ey-- Ma iya  K oz ey
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